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A NOTE ON SEMILOCAL RINGS

JOHNNY A. JOHNSON

Abstract. If (R, mx, . . . , mw) is a semilocal ring whose ideal lattice is

topologically complete, it is shown that: given any natural number n and

any decreasing sequence <a,-> of ideals of R, there exists a natural number

s(n) such that as(n) C (f) fl,) + m" where m = D "_xmi. This generalizes a

well-known theorem on complete semilocal rings.

The following is a well-known property of Noetherian semilocal rings (cf.

[4, (30.1), p. 103] and [5, Theorem 13, p. 270]): if (R, mx, . . ., mw) is a

Noetherian semilocal ring, m = fl"_ xmt, and R is complete in the w-adic

topology, then, given a decreasing sequence <a,-> of ideals of R with C\ ,a, = 0

and a natural number n, there exists a natural number s(n) such that

ai(n) Gm". The purpose of this note is to show that this result is a con-

sequence of a more general theorem and that the conclusion depends in fact

on the topological completeness of the ideal lattice of R and not on the

completeness of R.

We adopt the ring terminology of [4] (in particular semilocal means

Noetherian) and fix our notation as follows: (R, m,, . . . , mw) is a semilocal

ring, m = DJli»i,-, and L(R) is the Noether lattice of ideals of R. Define a

metric (called the w-adic metric) on L(R) by

d(a,b) = 2-s(a'b)   where s(a,b) = sup{n\a + m" = b + m").

This metric gives rise to the /n-adic completion, L(R)*, of L(R) which is a

semilocal Noether lattice [1, Theorem 6.2, p. 200].

Theorem 1. Let L(R) be complete in the m-adic topology. Given a decreasing

sequence <a,-> of ideals of R and a natural number n, there exists a natural

number s(ri) such that aslfi) G (D fij) + m".

Proof. Since <a,-> is decreasing and R/m" satisfies the d.c.c. [4, Proof of

30.1, p. 103], <a,-> is Cauchy, and thus there exists c G L(R) such that a, -* c

as /' -» oo. Now, let / > 1 be an integer and note that, since a, -» c, for each

integer k > 0, there exists an integer i(k) > 0 such that c C c + mk

- a,(/t) + mk G Oj + mk and so c C f) k(aj + mk) = a}. It follows that

c C D flj. Since a, -» c, there is an integer s(n) such that

",M ^ «,(») + m" = c + m" G (f) fi,) + m"

which completes the proof.
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Theorem 2. If R is complete in the m-adic topology, then L{R) is complete in

the m-adic topology.

Proof. L{R) a L{R*) at L(7?)* [3, Theorem 5] and L(7?)* is a complete
semilocal Noether lattice with its semilocal topology.

Theorems 1 and 2 yield

Corollary 3. Let R be complete in the m-adic topology. Given a decreasing

sequence <[a/) of ideals of R and a natural number n, there exists a natural

number s{n) such that as,nX C (fl ,«,•) + m".

Theorem 2 shows that the class of topologically complete semilocal rings is

contained in the class of semilocal rings whose ideal lattice is topologically

complete. This containment is proper as shown by the following example. Let

Z be the integers andp G Z be prime. Then ZpZ is not complete, but L{Z z)

is complete (by [2, Theorem 1, p. 197] the ideal lattice of every discrete

valuation ring is complete).
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